NSS Shoulder Strap

To allow leaving the
SunGun on the camera
while it is in the bag
the closure upper part
is divided into two parts

Padded Interlocking
handles reinforced
with PVC

Linked zipper slides for
quick access to camera

CCC - C mpact Camcorder Case
CASE for MEDIUM SIZE PROfessional
CAMCORDERS

CCC-10
ORDER CODE
KT / VA-002-10

L

23.6
60 cm

W 9.4-6.7
25-17 cm

H

9.8
25 cm

Wt. 4.4 lbs
1.8 Kg

Dual-use aluminum
buckles
ID window
Optional
Snap-Hook

Slots for inserting of additional
strap to hold case in place
during transit
External pocket for tripod
plate,camera strap, work manual etc.
Six layers of protection with thermoformed
contour to protect view finder
Close quickly with hook & loop,
then secure with buckle

2 rear and front highcapacity, low-profile
pockets for cassettes,
batteries, rain cover and
more

Designed to hold a medium size camcorders such as the Sony
DSR 370 & 570, Canon XL-1S, JVC GY-DV500 and similar
models, with on-board battery installed, the CCC line is fully
streamlined with no protruding pockets or bulges.
The CCC-10 is slightly wider and higher in the viewfinder area
and has two movable, removable dividers.
Meets the strict new airline regulations for carry-on bag size.

Katas Unique Features
(See catalog for details)

NSS-shoulder strap (Patent)
Dual use Yellow Aluminum Buckle (Reg. des.)
Interlocking Handles (Patent)
Yelloop (yellow loop interior fabric)
Modi-Vers
Six Layers of Protection
ID Window
On Board

MATERIALS
Can be carried comfortably
on either shoulder

 Fabric: DuPontd 1000 denier Cordurad and specially fabricated
Nycore with fluorocarbon based water-repellent finish on the
outside and three layers of polyurethane coating on the inside.
 Straps: High tenacity Polypropylene and Nylon webbing.
 Padding: Cross-linked Polyethylene-foam in shoulder straps
and handles.
 Zippers: Silent action YKKd coil and molded zippers.
 Buckles: ITWd and Duraflexd Nylon and Acetal buckles.

Yelloop - Sunshine yellow
interior makes it easy to find
small objects in the case

OPTIONS

KT/VG-MDK-10, KT/VG-MDK-20, Modi-Vers Kits

Two Modi-Vers dividers for custom
fit - attache to Yelloop

See flip side for Camera Reference Chart

Aluminum stave
reinforces top flap to
protect viewfinder and
on-camera mic.
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KATA. A SIMPLE CASE
OF BETTER DESIGN.

